The search for the anatomical basis of language has traditionally been a search for specializations. More recently such research has focused both on aspects of brain organization that are unique to humans and aspects shared with other primates. This work has mostly concentrated on the architecture of connections between brain areas. However, as specializations can take many guises, comparison of anatomical organization across species is often complicated. We demonstrate how viewing different types of specializations within a common framework allows one to better appreciate both shared and unique aspects of brain organization. We illustrate this point by discussing recent insights into the anatomy of the dorsal language pathway to the frontal cortex and areas for laryngeal control in the motor cortex. 
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Searching for specializations in the evolution of language
The search for the origin of language has traditionally been interpreted as a search for specializations. Language is the one behavior that is still generally acknowledged to have some uniquely human component and much of the study of language evolution has been a search for the crucial modification that allowed this to appear. However, the study of language is increasingly informed by studies in other species; the mechanisms underlying component aspects of language in related species are informative about our own abilities [1, 2 ] .
For this reason, Hauser and colleagues proposed a distinction between the faculty of language in the broad sense (FLB) and the faculty of language in the narrow sense (FLN) [3] . The study of FLB is the study of all aspects of language, including those that are partly present in non-human animals. In contrast, the study of the FLN is concerned with identifying that aspect of language that is truly unique to the human. In this model, it is essential to realize that to understand language one needs to understand both FLB and FLN. Indeed, it might be that the FLN is empty and all language behavior can be explained through a combination of behaviors present in some other species [1] . Language behavior, as such, is not a unitary construct but a combination of abilities that need to be explained and it is the result of these that we call 'language'.
These realizations apply equally to the study of the anatomical basis of language. Although language is uniquely human, many of its component processes (FLB) rely on circuitry that we share with other primates. Rather than searching for an anatomical silver bullet, some recent models acknowledge that most major pathways of the neocortex subserve processes that are relevant for human language but are not intrinsically specific to it [4, 5] . This is similar to proposals recently made for social cognition, in which social behavior is seen as the result of a multitude of systems, perhaps none of which is exclusively devoted to this task [6] .
All primate brains share a common blueprint. Specializations occur through modifications in certain lineages or specific species. Analogous to the FLB/FLN argument, a full understanding of the evolution of the neural basis of language requires an understanding of the shared aspects of this blueprint and modifications in the anthropoid, ape, and ultimately human branches of the evolutionary tree. In the domain of language, this work has mostly focused on the neocortex, although the role of subcortical areas in language is increasingly recognized [7] .
Identifying specializations
Cortical modifications can come in many guises [8, 9] (Figure 1, left) . The most obvious difference across different primate species is the size of the cortical sheet, 
